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Abstract

Objective: The consumption of opium is a universal phenomenon which has plentiful bodily, psychic, family, social, and economic harms. It can be produced serious reduction of individual and social functions in an aimed person. Preventive activities have significant role in immunity of persons on mentioned harms. These preventive activities can be held on the basis of training and awareness. Method: The current research done on 1388 among slummer young of Ilam city in a range of 15-25 years old. The selected sample by evoke manner for participation in educational classes. Each class included of 60-70 persons who trained in a 2 training sessions of introduction of opium and its harms for 4 hours. Results: The results showed that training was increased the young’s awareness. Conclusion: The training can be enhanced the young persons’ awareness and can be modified their attitudes towards harms of opium consumption, also it’s can be affected on their buffering against opium.
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